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In an effort to expand the genetic code we have examined a
variety of unnatural hydrophobic base pairs which pair selectively
in duplex DNA and are also synthesized efficiently by a DNA
polymerase.1-6 In some cases, the observed rates for the synthesis
of DNA containing unnatural base pairs approach those of natural
base pairs.2,4 However, the kinetic selectivity of the unnatural base
pairs has generally been limited by the fast enzymatic misincor-
poration of dATP opposite the hydrophobic bases in the template.
For example, as previously reported2 2MN, DMN , and TM
(Figure 1) each direct the exonuclease deficient Klenow fragment
of E. coli DNA polymerase I (KF) to incorporate dATP with an
efficiency (apparentkcat/KM) in excess of 105 M-1 min-1. The
“A-rule” proposes that dATP is preferentially inserted opposite
noninstructive sites in the template.7-9 This may imply that as a
result of the unnatural bases having none of the expected
H-bonding patterns, KF reads them in the template as “nonin-
stuctive”. An alternative to the “A-rule” for explaining the efficient
insertion of dATP is based on specific interactions between the
unnatural bases and the natural triphosphate. It is plausible that
the hydrophobic C2-methine of adenine (unique among the natural
bases) could interact favorably with the hydrophobico-methyl
substituents of2MN, DMN , andTM in the developing minor
groove. If this model is correct, deletion of theo-methyl
substituent could increase selectivity against dATP insertion and
result in more selective synthesis of the unnatural base pair.

To examine this model,3MN and 2Np (Figure 1) were
synthesized and characterized. The3MN and 2Np nucleosides

were synthesized following a previously reported strategy (see
Supporting Information) and converted to the corresponding
triphosphates and phosphoramidites by literature methods.10,11The
unnatural C-nucleosides were incorporated at position X of
oligonucleotide 5′-dATTATGCTGAGTGATATCCCTCTXGT-
CA to evaluate template-directed polymerase synthesis. We report
below that3MN selectively enhances self-pair formation relative
to misincorporation of dATP. This leads to an unnatural base pair
that is enzymatically synthesized with an efficiency and fidelity
approaching those characteristic of native base pair synthesis.

Steady-state kinetic data corresponding to single nucleotide
incorporation are shown in Table 1.12 There is an 17-fold reduction
in incorporation efficiency for dATP opposite3MN relative to
its methylated analogueDMN , while thekcat/KM for incorporation
of other native triphosphates opposite3MN was largely unaf-
fected.2 The 3MN:3MN self-pair is efficiently synthesized (kcat/
KM ) 2.4× 106 M-1 min-1) resulting in a 62-fold selectivity for
correct self-pair synthesis. Although DNA synthesis beyond the
3MN:3MN self-pair proceeded inefficiently, its highly selective
formation represents an important development in our efforts to
design a third base pair.

To deconvolute the impact of them-methyl group,2Np was
synthesized (Figure 1). Surprisingly, KF efficiently inserts dATP
opposite2Np in the template. The differing behaviors of the
regioisomerico- andm-methyl substitution may be rationalized
based on the specific interactions between the hydrophobic
template and dATP. This model hypothesizes that ortho substit-
uents favor the incorporation of dATP by providing hydrophobic
contacts with the incoming adenine nucleobase, while meta
substituents disfavor the KF mediated insertion of dATP due to
forced desolvation of the adenine hydrophilic endocyclic amide
moiety.2,4,13 The kinetic data support this model if rotational
isomerization about the C-glycosidic linkage is considered (Figure
2). TM is known to reside in the anti configuration about the
C-glycosidic linkage,14 and the rotation to the syn conformation
is disfavored due to the resulting eclipsing interactions between
theo-methyl group and the ribosyl oxygen lone pairs. The same
is likely true for 2MN andDMN . Therefore,2MN, DMN , and
TM each present the incoming triphosphate nucleobase with an
o-methyl group disposed toward the developing minor groove.
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Figure 1. Unnatural hydrophobic bases.
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However, DM (Figure 1), 3MN, and 2Np, which lack ortho
substituents, are presumably free to adopt either configuration.
Despite rotation,3MN andDM each present meta substituents
(methyl group or phenyl ring) to the incoming nucleobase.
Rotation about the C-glycosidic bond of2Np presents a surface
similar to an unsubstituted phenyl ring.

This model allows for a consistent interpretation of the relative
rates of dATP insertion opposite each unnatural base in the
template (Table 2).2MN andTM direct KF to insert dATP with
the greatest efficiency because each has a favorable ortho but
not a disfavorable meta substituent.DMN and 2Np direct the
insertion of dATP with intermediate efficiencies. WithDMN there
is a cancellation of effects (favorable ortho substituent and a
disfavorable meta substituent), while2Np possesses neither the
favorable, nor the disfavorable substituent. In contrast,3MN and
DM possess only disfavorable meta substituents, and thus
inefficiently template dATP incorporation.

The ability to control the dATP insertion efficiency opposite
hydrophobic bases indicates that these unnatural bases are not
rendered “noninstructive” by the absence of H-bonds, and that
the A-rule does not limit their use for information storage and
replication. In this regard, these fully carbocyclic naphthyl
derivatives seem more attractive as third base pair candidates than
the previously reported isocarbostyril derivatives, which have
similar structures, but have N-glycosidic linkages and minor
groove carbonyl groups.1-4 The incorporation of both native and
unnatural triphosphates was only slightly sensitive to substitution
of isocarbostyril derivatives in the template.

The 3MN:3MN self-pair is synthesized by KF with an
efficiency of 2.4× 106 M-1min-1. This is only 20-fold reduced
relative to that for the synthesis of a dA:dT base pair in the same
sequence context, and may represent sufficient efficiency for
biological function. The self-pair is also 62-fold selective against
mispairing with native triphosphates, each of which is inserted
opposite3MN in the template with a rate typical of that for native
mispair synthesis (104 M-1 min-1). The insertion of d3MNTP
opposite a native template is also not competitive with correct
triphosphate insertion. In terms of efficiency and selectivity, the
3MN:3MN self-pair is the most successful third-base pair
candidate yet reported. A shortcomming of the self-pair, like
others that have been reported, is the inefficiency with which KF
continues DNA synthesis after incorporation of the unnatural base
triphosphate. We are currently addressing this issue with other
design modifications, including changes to both the base and the
2′-deoxyribosyl subunits. We are also employing directed evolu-
tion techniques in an attempt to evolve variants of a DNA
polymerase that can efficiently and selectively synthesize the
3MN:3MN self-pair, and then efficiently continue DNA synthesis.

Supporting Information Available: Experimental procedures and
characterizations (PDF). This material is available free of charge via the
Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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Table 1. Steady-State Kinetic Constants for KF Mediated
Synthesis of DNA with3MN and2Np in the Templatea

template (X)
nucleoside

triphosphate kcat (min-1) KM (µM)
kcat/KM

(M-1 min-1)

3MN 3MN 32 ( 2 14( 3 2.4× 106

A 0.37( 0.02 49( 7 7.6× 103

G n.d.b n.d.b e1.0× 103

C 0.86( 0.05 108( 15 8.0× 103

T 2.4( 0.1 61( 4 3.9× 104

2Np 2Np 22( 1 8 ( 1 2.8× 106

A 2.5 ( 0.2 22( 7 1.1× 105

G n.d.b n.d.b e1.0× 103

C 0.72( 0.03 85( 12 8.5× 103

T 1.0( 0.1 86( 16 1.2× 104

dT A 260( 50 4.1( 1.0 6.3× 107

a Assay conditions include the following: 40 nM template-primer
duplex, 0.11-1.34 nM enzyme, 50 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.5), 10 mM
MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 50µg/mL BSA. The reactions were initiated by
adding the DNA-enzyme mixture to an equal volume (5µL) of a 2×
dNTP stock solution, incubated at room temperature for 1-10 min,
and quenched by the addition of 20µL of loading buffer (95%
formamide, 20 mM EDTA). 5µL of the reaction mixture were then
analyzed by 15% polyacrylamide gel containing 8 M urea. Radioactivity
was quantified using a PhosphorImager (Molecular Dynamics), with
overnight exposures and the ImageQuant program. The data were fitted
to the simple Michaelis-Menten equation. Data presented here are
averages of triplicates.b Rates too slow for determination ofkcat and
KM independently.

Figure 2. Rotational isomerism of naphthalene bases.

Table 2

template
(kcat/Km)rel for

dATP insertion

2MN 46a

DMN 17a

2Np 14
3MN 1

a See ref 2.
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